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make it easy to1. Field of
the Invention This invention
relates to a semiconductor
device, more particularly to
a semiconductor device
having a line which is
electrically insulated from a
substrate thereof. 2.
Description of the Prior Art
Generally, a field effect
transistor (FET) and a
bipolar transistor are used as
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semiconductor devices for
power circuits. Recently,
gate trench-type insulated
gate field effect transistors
have been introduced into
the art. Referring to FIG. 1,
there is shown a typical
semiconductor device
having a substrate of
n.sup.+ -type
monocrystalline silicon and
a thick insulation layer, such
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as silicon dioxide formed
thereon. A semiconductor
substrate 1 is electrically
connected to a collector
region 2. A p-type active
region 3 is formed within
substrate 1. The p-type
region 3 has a p-type field
insulation layer 4 formed
thereon. A p-type base
region 5 is formed within
active region 3 on a surface
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of field insulation layer 4.
An n.sup.+ -type source
region 6 and an n.sup.+
-type drain region 7 are
formed in contact with base
region 5 on both sides of the
active region 3. A gate
electrode 8 is formed over
the substrate 1. The gate
electrode 8 is isolated from
a surface of field insulation
layer 4 by an interlayer
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insulation film 9. A source
electrode 10 is formed on
source region 6 and drain
region 7. The source
electrode 10 is also
electrically connected to a
source electrode 12
extending on field insulation
layer 4 by a wiring
conductor 11. A drain
electrode 13 is
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arhcad 6.0 online A: If
you're looking for a free

open source BIM software
for architects, then I would
recommend taking a look at
Archicad. It's a version of
ArchiCAD that runs on

Windows, OS X, and Linux.
This link describes the

technical requirements. To
my knowledge, once you

download it, you're given an
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activation key. You have to
install it on your computer,
then import your models. I
believe there are videos for

this on the ArchiCAD
website. There is also a

learning center. For
example, you can try out the
tutorials. This link describes

how to install the version
you are using, given by the
link you posted. ArchiCAD
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7 is available for Windows,
OS X, and Linux. It's free
and open source, but you

may want to make a
donation if you like the

software. ArchiCAD 2019
(for Windows, OS X and

Linux) ArchiCAD 2019 is
free to use and gives you

full access to the powerful
features of ArchiCAD. It's
true that you can only do a
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limited version of 3D
modeling for free, but you

can also do a lot of 2D
drafting. If you want more
detailed information, see

this link. ArchiCAD 7 (for
Windows and Mac)

ARCHICAD 7 is free to use
and gives you full access to

the powerful features of
ArchiCAD. It's free and

open source, but you may
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want to make a donation if
you like the software.
ARCHICAD 6.0 (for
Windows and Mac)

ARCHICAD 6.0 is free to
use and gives you full access
to the powerful features of
ArchiCAD. You can also
make use of the powerful
online cloud based cloud
collaboration. If you want
more detailed information,
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see this link. ARCHICAD
6.0 International (for
Windows and Mac)

ARCHICAD 6.0 is free to
use and gives you full access
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